
Text A: Working Together
[Adapted from Favorite Asian Folk Tales: Retold by Ken Methold & Sheila Lyne]

In the forest where the sunlight paints the palm trees 
golden, live Falcon, Giraffe, Turtle and many other 
animals.

Falcon, Giraffe and Turtle have been friends forever, 
even before Hunter came to the forest to search for 
food. They sit under the same tree every day and 
share the stories of their lives.

One day Giraffe did not come to the Old Palm tree.

“Where is Giraffe?” asked Falcon. “He’s usually here 
by now.”

“Perhaps he’s sick,” said Turtle, “Fly around and see 
if you can find him.”

Falcon soon found Giraffe but it was not a pleasant sight. One of Giraffe’s legs was caught in a 
trap. 

“I am ever so glad to see you, dear Falcon,” said Giraffe in a breathless voice, “I was almost 
giving up hope.”

“What happened, my friend?” asked Falcon. Giraffe went on to tell Falcon how he had been 
walking through the forest, enjoying the golden sunlight beaming through the trees, when 
suddenly he spied some luscious dates hanging on a branch. As Giraffe reached up to take a 
bite, Wham! His foot was caught. “I tried to free myself but I’m stuck!” wailed Giraffe.

“Oh you poor thing!” whistled Falcon, “We must get you free before Hunter returns!” When 
Giraffe heard the word Hunter, he shivered with fear. The word evoked a feeling of such terror 
that Giraffe began to cry. Have you ever heard a Giraffe cry? It sounds like a very long shriek 
... almost like the wail of an ambulance. “Please stop crying, Giraffe! I will set you free,” said 
Falcon. It must be said that Falcon was as powerful as a lion.

Falcon began to claw at the rope that held Giraffe’s foot. His long, sharp talons worked swiftly 
and very soon Giraffe could wiggle his foot.

In the meantime, Hunter was just leaving his house. His rifle was slung over his shoulder. He had 
a gleeful look on his face as he thought of tonight’s dinner....some unfortunate creature of the 
forest. Meanwhile Falcon tried to work as fast as he could and at last, Giraffe was free. As Giraffe 
stood up, Hunter appeared. He cocked his rifle and took aim. Everything was silent, not even the 
whisper of a breeze. Just as Hunter was about to pull the trigger, he let out an agonizing squeal. 
The rifle fell to the ground and Hunter hopped about, holding his foot.“Oh My Goodness!” said 
Giraffe, “Turtle bit Hunter’s foot! Turtle saved us!”

“Hello everyone!” said Turtle, “We are a team! And teams work together.”

Giraffe, Turtle and Falcon still meet to talk about their lives. One of them often says, “Let’s talk 
about the time we worked together to save Giraffe.” It’s their favourite story.
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Text B:  Flight of the Falcon

Fearless falcon flying high
Underneath the desert sky

Beyond satin dunes and swirling sands
Fearless falcon king of the land

Fearless falcon talons sharp
Sharp as the ancient Janbiya knife

Striking fear into the desert fox
Above the fearful fox he flies

Fearless falcon flying high
As fox lies shivering in the desert night

Moving across the desert sand
Fearful fox scurrying so not to be found

Fearless falcon flying high
Above the desert, wild and free

Beyond mountain and sea all creatures flee
Fearless falcon, majestically

You take or save a life
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Text C: Visual
[Source: www.raveflyers.co.uk]
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